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Progress
I know many were thrilled to see the landscaper back on site yesterday in the front area
cutting the beds for more plantings by the apartment buildings.
In the kitchen, a considerable amount of floor tile has been placed and the flooring
company will be working Saturday to grout that area. At Martin Health Center, people
are working furiously to finish that construction and ready us for application to the
Illinois Department of Public Health for occupancy. On the second floor the very last
accessories are being placed, and on the first floor connection is being made for
mechanical equipment.
Upcoming Work
A lift will be in the Social Center on Tuesday to frame the temporary wall that will
separate the balcony area from the Social Center. Following construction of the
temporary wall you will begin to hear noise as that area is gutted to accommodate the
future Wellness Center. At the kitchen, the equipment delivery is scheduled for
Wednesday, May 30th and installation will follow.
In Martin Health Center the fireplaces will be set and the trimout will continue. We are
scheduled to do the inspection to create the punch list in the renovated Martin Health
Center in two weeks.
Outside, landscaping will continue as will the site work on the east side. We expect the
concrete pour to take most of next week and hope to be parking in this area the
following week. By the end of the next two weeks we hope that the renovation of the
restrooms by the Resident Center will begin, after which they will complete the
replacement of the flooring in that area.
I pray that each of you enjoys the Memorial Day weekend, and as you enjoy it,
remember the many persons who served and gave their lives so that we can enjoy what
we have today.

